The main objective of this work was to improve a previously developed object matching methodology. This overall methodology includes: a modeling phase; followed by a modal analysis; the construction of a matrix that relates both sets of objects points; and the matching phase.
INTRODUCTION
Establishing correspondences between objects is an essential step of some computational vision domains, as for example, analyzing image objects movement/deformation.
The resolution methods for the matching problem usually include restrictions that avoid incorrect matches according to the considered criteria. Examples of those restrictions are [1] : the order [2, 3] , epipolar restrictions (rigidity restrictions) [2, 3] , uniqueness [4] , visibility [5] , and proximity. To determine the matches it can be used, for example, image correlation (i.e. images similarity is assumed) [1, 6, 7] , the points' proximity [7, 8] , or the disparity fields smoothness [2] .
The matching problem can also be interpreted as an optimization problem, where the objective function can depend, for example, of any image relationship mentioned in the last paragraph, and the restrictions have to form a non-empty space of possible solutions for the optimization problem. This solution can use: dynamic programming [2], graph search [3] , bipartite graph matching [9] , convex minimization [7] , etc. Non-optimal approaches include: greedy algorithms [10], simulated annealing [11] , relaxation [4] , etc.
In this work, the matching process is based on the construction of a matrix (the affinity matrix) that is obtained by one of the two different methodologies previously implemented [12, 13] : (1) using the shape modal analysis [14] ; or (2) using the finite elements method and modal analysis [15] . Both methods establish the correspondences from the displacement analysis of each point in the respective modal space.
These methodologies can be used to satisfactorily match 2D or 3D objects. However, such as they were initially proposed, the matching phase has two considerable disadvantages: 1) the matches are established using a local approach, i.e. the relationship between the points of a same object is not considered; 2) when the considered objects have a different number of elements, the excess points are not matched, since in this approach the contemplated correspondence type is the usual "one to one".
Here, the first disadvantage is overtaken [16] using global optimization methods in the matching process, after adjusting this problem to The problem of the excess points is solved with the adaptation of matches of type "one to many" and vice versa, using neighborhood criterions applicable to contour objects. The developed algorithm matches successfully the excess points in the examples considered.
BASE METHODOLOGIES
In this section are presented the two adopted modeling methods (geometrical and physical) that can be used in the construction of the affinity matrix. After the model derivation, the construction of the affinity matrix and the local approach, previously used for the determination of the matches, is explained.
Model Construction
Geometrical Methodology. This method [12, 13, 14] analyzes individually each object for its shape modes extraction and uses them to establish the correspondences. Basically, the modes codify the object shape based on the distances between its points.
First, let's consider the problem of determining the shape modes of an object with m points of coordinates X i , with i = 1, 2,…, m. A square proximity matrix [H] is built with a Gaussian weighted measure:
where
is the Euclidian distance between points i and j of the mentioned object.
After the construction of the proximity matrix, the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of [H] are determined solving the generalized system: This computational process is executed for the objects to match, t and t+1. The greatest advantage of this method is the computational efficiency, providing good results for several applications within a low execution time [13] . Figure 1 schematizes the overall methodology using the geometrical approach. Figure 1 . Diagram of the overall methodology using the geometrical approach.
Physical Methodology. This approach [12, 15] uses the finite elements method to construct a physical model for each object. In this work we used the Sclaroff's isoparametric finite element [12, 13, 15] . The greatest advantage of this method is the attribution of a physical behaviour to the object to be modelled, through the consideration of a virtual material [13] .
The dynamic equilibrium equation system for the finite elements model can be written as:
where {U } is the displacement components 
Affinity Matrix Construction
After the construction of a model for each object, its eigenvectors are determined and stored in matrix [Φ] (in columns), [12, 13, 14, 15] .
The final step to construct the affinity matrix, [Z], consists in the computation of the Euclidian distances between the characteristic vectors (line vectors of [Φ]) of both objects:
where dim = 1 if the objects are bi-dimensional or dim = 2 if the objects are tri-dimensional, and m and n are the number of nodes of objects t and t+1, rspectively. In [Z], Z ij quantifies the confidence of the match between points i of object t and j of the object t+1.
After the construction of this affinity matrix, the matches are determined by the similarity of the displacements of each par of points (one of each object) in their respective modal space. (As lower is an element (i, j) of matrix [Z], higher is the probability of the match between points i and j (of objects t and t+1, respectively) being adequate.)
Previous matching approach (Local)
The previously implemented solution for the determination of correspondences is based on a local approach [12, 13, 14, 15] and basically it consists in searching sequentially, in the affinity matrix, the lowest element in each line and matching it with the associated column, if it is also the lowest element in that column and if it is below a pre-established threshold. This last restriction prevents matches between points that have a week affinity, avoiding two objects with significant differences (of shape, for example) to have a good matching result. As mentioned, the major disadvantage of this method lays in the fact that each point is processed individually, disregarding the global model. To overcome this disadvantage, a new approach for the matching phase was developed, using global optimization techniques. This new approach showed to improve the matching results and it's presented in the next section.
MATCHING WITH OPTIMIZATION
The matching problem, considering only matches of type "one to one", can be written as a classical assignment problem, witch is a particular case of an optimization problem [16, 18] . In the formulation of this problem it's assumed that: the number of points of both objects is the same -n; it is known the assignment cost of each pair of points (i, j) -Z ij , where i is a point of object t and j is a point of object t+1. As the notation tries to evidence, this assignment cost is equal to the element of matrix [Z] , in line i and column j.
The assignment problem initially appeared to
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mathematically formulate the need to distribute n jobs/works by n tasks, where: each job/work had to be assigned to one and only one task and viceversa; the assignment total cost had to be minimized. Here, the jobs/works are the points of object t and the tasks are the points of object t+1. So, for the mathematical formulation of this problem, let's consider:
with i, j = 1, 2,…, n. Next expressions follow the structure of a mathematical programing problem, with an objective funtion and a set of restrictions in the problem's variables:
, with j = 1, 2,…, n (9) and x ij ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i, j.
In equation (7), function f takes the value of the assignment total cost. The first restriction (8) forces each point in object t to be assigned to one and only one point in object t+1. The second restriction (9) forces each point in object t+1 to be assigned to one and only one point in object t. The third and last restriction (10) forces the problem's variables, x ij (i, j = 1, 2,…, n), to take one of the two possible values {0, 1}.
To solve the assignment (matching) problem we used three algorithms: the Hungarian method [17, 19] ; the Simplex method for flow problems [19, 20] ; and the LAPm algorithm [19, 21] . The Hungarian method is the most well known method for the resolution of the assignment problem. The Simplex method for flow problems solves problems with less rigid restrictions than the assignment problem, but where this last can be included as a special case. The LAPm method is a considerably recent algorithm developed to solve classical assignment problems.
Once the optimal solution is found, the matches that exceed a pre-established threshold are eliminated from that solution, as in the local matching approach. The relevance of this restriction is higher with this methodology, because a solution of the assignment problem always has the maximum number of matches of type "one to one", due to the problem restrictions.
EXCESS POINTS MATCHING
Case the number of points of the objects to be matched is different, with the usual matching restriction of type "one to one" there will be points that won't be matched. Moreover, the problem data will not verify the presumption of the classical assignment problem (the number of points has to be the same for both objects).
In the first step of the adopted solution, fictitious points are added to the model with fewer elements. This way, the matching problem is written as a classical assignment problem, verifying its presumption. (The matching costs associated to fictitious points are all set to zero.)
The real points matched with the fictitious points, after the optimization phase, are called excess points. These excess points are subsequently matched with real points, using a new implemented algorithm (ADCom). As a result, matches of type "one to many" or viceversa are allowed.
This algorithm is based on neighbourhood criterions and can be succinctly described as follows: Each one of the excess nodes is fitted between the nearest matched points (of the same object); From the matches of these neighbours into the other object, it's determined the best correspondence, minimizing the cost, considering that neighbours should continue neighbours, and shouldn't be allowed cross correspondences. As in the optimization phase, the obtained matches are only considered if they respect the preestablished threshold.
RESULTS
In this section are presented some experimental results obtained with the described methods.
The results analysis present a comparison between the previously developed methodology for the determination of correspondences, based on a local approach (local search), and the new proposed methodology, based on a global approach using optimization techniques (global search). The integrated optimization algorithms are not analyzed individually, because the number of matches and the total matching cost were the same for all of them in all the presented experiences. However, the algorithms efficiency
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is commented in the conclusions.
The examples proceeding from synthetic images allow the quality verification of the obtained results through the confirmation of the points order. With contour objects that verification is visually facilitated. For each example, besides the matching images result, are also presented some numerical results including: the matching algorithms used (Matching Algo.); the number of matches obtained (Nr Match.); the total matching cost, i.e. the value of f in equation (7), divided by the total number of matches, resulting in the mean cost per match (Cost/Mat); and the reference to the figures that illustrate each result (Fig.) .
The first 2D example is constituted by two synthetic sets of points of a "clover" contour (each composed by 65 points) with a rigid transformation between them. Figure 3 presents the matching results using the geometrical modeling methodology and, the local matching solution (Figure 3(a) ) and the global matching solution (Figure 3(b) ). 
(a) (b)
In Figure 3 are visible several areas in the matched "cloves" where satisfactory correspondences were found in 3(b) -global search, but not in 3(a) -local search. The results from Table 1 show that with the previous matching method (3(a)) were found 62% of the possible matches. With the new approach (3(b) ), based on optimization techniques, all the matches were found and 100% of them were correct.
It was also observed that, if the rigid transformation between two objects is too high, it's difficult to match them satisfactorily; this is a problem associated with the adopted modeling methodology [13] . Next 2D example is composed by two contours (with 99 and 98 points) from two different real retinal images. Figures 4 and 5 show the matching results using the geometrical modeling methodology and, the local solution (Figure 4 ) and the global solution ( Figure 5) . Table 2 presents some numerical results of this example. number of matches than the local search algorithm (Figure 4) . It is also visible that in Figure 4 there are incorrect matches (see arrows) that are satisfactory in Figure 5 .
In this example, weren't found all the possible ma Fi he ext 2D example intends only to show one app Figure  hearts" ), using he arrows in Figure 7 point out some visible ma posed by two 3D sur tches of type "one to one" even when the global search algorithm was used (see Table 2 ). This is due to the pre-established threshold. If this parameter wasn't applied, the matching result would be the one showed in Figure 6 (the missing match is the one marked and is incorrect). gure 6. Matched objects ("retina"), using t global search method, without the matching threshold parameter applied. N lication of the ADCom algorithm. In Figure 7 is presented the matching result between two contours (with 32 and 28 points) extracted from two real heart images, using the physical modeling methodology, rubber as the virtual material, and the global search and ADCom matching algorithms. T tches of type "many to one" established with the ADCom algorithm. All points of both objects were satisfactorily matched.
The last example is com faces (with 117 and 112 points) obtained from two real images of a dynamic pedobarography exam [22] . Some numerical results obtained in the matching process are presented in Table 3 . In Figures 8 to 11 are presented the matching results, using either the local search or the global search algorithms. For this example was used the physical modeling methodology and rubber as the virtual material. In isfactory, independently of the matching methodology applied. This indicates the need for more restrictions to prevent wrong matches. However, the global search algorithm determines 100% of the matches, being most of them satisfactory, while using the local search Inverse Problems, Design and Optimization Symposium Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, 2004 algorithm only 29% of the matches are found and, as mentioned, not all satisfactory. For all presented examples, the cost per match is s
CO CLUSIONS
experimental tests carried thr osed two object matching search me when the local ma ractical experiences, the number of eig ree opt erimental tests, the
PERSPECTIVES OF FUTURE WORK
bject ma nsion of this work is the app cription of the matching problem as an ass lightly higher for the global search than for the local search matching algorithm. However, the final result shows to be more satisfactory for the global search relatively to matching number (up to 70%) and also to correspondences quality.
N
The several ough, some reported in this paper, allow the presentation of some observations and conclusions.
The prop thodology, based on optimization techniques, (when compared with the one previously developed, based on a local search) obtained always an equal or higher number of satisfactory matches. It was also observed that the number of matches is independent from the optimization method that we have considered.
In some experimental results, tching search method was applied, the construction of the affinity matrix, using one of the modeling methodologies presented, had to be careful, in order to obtain a higher number of satisfactory matches. In those same examples, the use of an optimization method, beyond the good matching results, revealed less sensible to the referred affinity matrix construction. This suggests that, with the proposed search approach, the overall methodology can become easier to handle and more adjustable to different applications.
In some p envectors used to obtain a satisfactory matching result was inferior using optimization methods. This suggests that using the proposed matching search method the total computational effort diminishes for the overall methodology.
Although not presented in this paper, the th imization algorithms considered (Hungarian, Simplex for flow problems and LAPm) were compared in several experimental results. In each of the considered examples, the number of matches and the total matching cost were always the same; yet, the execution time was different. Regarding this last outcome, the implemented matching search algorithm that uses the Hungarian method was the slowest. This is due to the way the implementation used finds the solution for each iteration (a new solution of n matches is determined, while the other methods change only some matches in each iteration). Contrarily, the Simplex algorithm for flow problems revealed the most efficient. The execution time of LAPm algorithm was higher than the one for Simplex algorithm for flow problems, even being a specific algorithm for this type of problems. This can be dew to the interval in which lay the elements of the affinity matrix, [0; 1], since when this algorithm was tested in [23] it revealed the most efficient when the considered interval was [1; 100] .
In the several performed exp implemented algorithm for the excess points matching, when applied to contour objects, finds satisfactory matches.
The use of optimization techniques in o tching seems to be a promising research area in computational vision.
One possible exte lication of optimization techniques to objects matching along image sequences. This would also allow the integration in the matching process of the information that could be obtained along the sequence.
The des ignment problem leads to a simple formulation. However, there are restrictions that can not be incorporated in this problem. Examples of these restrictions are the neighborhood criterions that are considered in ADCom algorithm. The incorporation of these restrictions in the optimization of the matching problem could Inverse Problems, Design and Optimization Symposium Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, 2004 be another possible extension of this work.
It could also be considered in future work the hyp
